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A Message To The Reader From Derek Vitalio
The women in this book are all real women that I’ve encountered online using chat. Yes, online
can be a great place to meet women, beautiful women, and I strongly suggest that you use your
computer to your advantage.

The benefits of learning by direct example are enormous – by following my step-by-step analysis
of what’s going on, you’ll be able to easily model the aspects that work for you.

While these conversational examples will work at a party, on the beach, or on your computer, if
you proceed with online conversations be mindful of one point: get her phone number and start
talking to her on the phone as fast as possible. Otherwise, no matter how well you seduce her
through the internet, you’ll remain her net fantasy and nothing more.

Now go out there and get laid like a rock star!

Regards,

Derek Vitalio
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Sherri Wants Some Action part #1
Age 26
Occupation: Social worker
Likes: Hanging with friends, reading, movies, music, theatre,
dancing, and “outdoorsy” stuff

When I first saw Sherri’s photo I pants stood at attention and almost
burst! Since I’ve gotten to know her, not only is her face gorgeous
with those green, hypnotic eyes, she had an ass so round you could
serve dinner from it. She also had a great, breezy attitude when I first IM’ed her. Although rather
shy at first, she turned out to be a little freak in bed and couldn’t get enough of my dog licking.
Babes don’t get any better than this one!

Derek: Hey how are you!
Start the conversation out with enthusiasm.
Sherri: hi there
Derek: I'm good.. got a run today
Derek: nice day over here
Sherri: cool
Sherri: nice here today too
Derek: yes i guess it's nice everywhere
Lame joke… a little humor opens women up.
Sherri: lol
Derek: i bet even afghanistan has nice weather today
Carry on the same joke.
Sherri: u think?
Derek: well, it is a desert isn't it? i don't think they ever have cloudy days
Okay, that joke is getting lame now!! :)
Sherri: hmm good point
Derek: anything unusual happen
Sherri: today u mean?
Derek: yes like you saw a big rainbow or met an old friend
Cute and mushy. Notice how I’m change emotion often... going from humor to cuteness. Switch
a lot, keep the babe on her toes. Stay too long in one emotional thread and the women may get
bored – and worse, see you as one sided.
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Sherri: lol
Sherri: nothing so exciting i'm afraid
Derek: lol well sometimes the good things are in the little moments
New “romantic” theme. Never focus of her boredom. If you talk about it, she’ll feel only more
bored. Change topic and imagery to keep her interested.
Sherri: yes
Sherri: i agree
Derek: like when you hit the shower
If she responds well to you, suggest a topic that invokes sex! In this case hitting the shower.
Sherri: lol
Sherri: nothing exciting today
Derek: after mowing the lawn! yuck
Derek: i don't suggest getting a big lawn
Sherri: lol
Sherri: i hear ya
Sherri: i mowed today .. yuck
Derek: oh you did too?
Sherri: yep
Derek: well we must be psychically connected somehow ; )
A joke. She mowed and I mowed. Joke about the connection you feel together.
Sherri: lol
Sherri: J
Derek: well it happens. Did you brush your teeth today?
Sherri: yes
Sherri: lol
Derek: My god. I DID THAT TOO!
Carry the joke for a one two punch!
Sherri: woowoo .. twins
Derek: lol We are connected! I knew it
Derek: It's like i can feel a rope of energy passing between you and me
Derek: lol
Sherri: lol
Derek: can you feel that?
Sherri: yes, you must have flossed as well
Derek: of course
Derek: I floss like there's no tomorrow
Still joking.
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Sherri: lol
Derek: i'm building a swing set with my floss i go through so much of it
Still joking. Humor really lets a women put her defenses down. I suggest you joke around A LOT
to make her comfortable before wanting her number or asking to meet you. DON’T talk about sex
on IM. Wait until you meet her for that.
Sherri: lol
Sherri: you must be Mcguyver (spelling?)
Derek: J see, my teeth
NOTE: I’m showing Sherri a happy face graphic that is showing his bluish teeth.
Sherri: lol
Sherri: nice teeth
Derek: why mcguyver?
Sherri: if you can make something out of dental floss
A hidden compliment.
Sherri: wait, i guess it would have to be a bomb then
Derek: yeah i have to get that blue lining out of my teeth though
Sherri: so nevermind
Sherri: lol
Derek: lol oh gotcha
Sherri: J
Derek: oh you do too! See, we are like twins
Nice line here… reinforces the idea that we’re uniquely connected.
Sherri: yes it appears so
Derek: what's going on with work next week? are you looking forward to it
What does she do?? Well, it’s more interesting for her to talk about what she likes and doesn’t
like about work, so that’s how I phrased it.
Sherri: well, i am not looking forward to it to be honest ..lol
Sherri: i am tired of working and want to sit on my ass at the beach for a week
Sherri: lol
Sherri: <-- needs a break
Derek: don't we all.
Pace her… acknowledge that you understand.
Derek: well what sorts of things to you enjoy doing in your free time then, cutie?
Once you’re done with the humor and she’s responding quickly, shift the conversation to her
favorite topic: herself.
Sherri: hmm
Sherri: hanging with my friends, reading, movies, music, theatre, dancing, outdoorsey stuff
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Great stuff to work with. This chick is cool. You don’t need to elaborate on everything she says,
just concentrate on one.
Derek: what kind of dacing do you like
I have a genuine curiosity for dance, so I flew with it. Pick whatever you find most interesting,
because a woman can sense if you’re bored and are only talking to get into her pants, or if you’re
actually interested.
Sherri: lol any kind
Derek: have you taken any classes?
Sherri: well took ballet and all that up through highschool
Sherri: took a ballroom dancing class once
Sherri: lol other than that nope .. i just like to move to the music
Derek: oh you did.. did you ever break a leg or anything in ballet?
Corny, but gets a laugh.
Sherri: nope
Sherri: lol
Derek: <whew>
Derek: I've taken jazz dance.. we did some michael jackson moves
Sherri: ahhh
Sherri: very cool
Sherri: what kinds of things do u like to do in your spare time
She’s asking me questions now. Good sign… we’ve got good rapport already.
Derek: also a little ballroom through college... it was fun
Derek: well, similar to what you said.. seeing a good movie with someone, dancing, writing,
outdoors, exercising for a brief list
Sherri: cool
Derek: i like hiking, cabins, seeing sunsets, swimming in the lake
Sherri: me too
Derek: what movie did you last see?
I gave her some information about what I like so that she can see we have similar interests,, but
I’m quick to change the conversation back to her interests. Again, women LOVE to talk about
themselves! And a women will notice if you’re genuinely interested in her. Most men blab on
about themselves WAY too much.
Derek: or your favorite movie
Sherri: lol uh spiderman ..
Derek: lol
Sherri: oh yippee
Sherri: lol
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Sherri: took some kids
Derek: lol oh sure.. you were really their for the kissing scene weren't you
Introduce some sexuality… notice the context of this ”joke” is that SHE is horny.
Sherri: LOL
Sherri: yes, you caught me
Sherri: i need to get my jollies from an onscreen kiss
Sherri: J
Derek: well I saw Star Wars.. lame
Referring to “Attack of the Clones”. Don’t get me wrong I live by the first trilogy produced.
Sherri: it was? damn
Derek: you might like it though.. special effects and all
Sherri: hmm probably not, i need a good story
Derek: Enough with jennifer lopez was intense
For those who don’t know, in “Enough” Jennifer Lopez is running away from her husband you
tries to beat her and have her killed. It’s a graphic look at family physical abuse.
Derek: it had me on the edge of my seat
Sherri: i can't see that one .. to scary
Derek: lol
Derek: well i'd cover your eyes at the scary parts
Tender, with sexual tones. Keep it light unless she’s unless she expresses she wants to bed you.
Sherri: lol
Sherri: aww thanks
Derek: well, in enough lopez beats the crap out of the guy
Sherri: lol that would be cool
Derek: what movie did you really like? that's your favorite
Sherri: hmmm
Sherri: i have tons
Derek: adventure, romance?
Sherri: i can think of some from both categories
Sherri: i like adventure and dramas better than romance ..lol
She’s telling me how to seduce her here. Listen to everything and use it to your advantage. In
an effective seduction, the woman is basically giving you exact instructions on how to seducer
her. Deep down most women want to be seduced. All you have to do is listen.
Derek: lol I bet you're one of these people with 300 DVDs and their literally falling from the sky
Exaggeration humor.
Sherri: i have about 30 or so yes
Sherri: lol
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Sherri: not many actually
Derek: my vhs tape movies are totally lame
Derek: ... Felix the cat... Betty boop
Contrast can be funny.
Sherri: oh my
Sherri: lol
Derek: cartoons
Derek: i don't know how I got those. a present or something
Derek: lol or visual torture
Sherri: lol likely story
Derek: "steel magnolias".. haven't watched it yet after about a year
Derek: lol maybe I'd like it
Sherri: lol
Derek: what's your favorites?
Sherri: hmm
Sherri: let me think of my movies
Sherri: i have everything from remember the titans to american pie
American Pie – this gal finds semen jokes funny. She’s cool. Can get more sexual in my speech
next time.
Sherri: shawshank redemption
Derek: oh i never saw american pie
Sherri: meet the parents
Derek: how is that apple scene
Sherri: lol
Sherri: funny if u are into that type of humor
Sherri: dumn if you aren't
Sherri: lol
Sherri: (dumb)
She likes it. It is one of her favorites!
Derek: toilet humor
Sherri: yep
Sherri: oh brother, where art thou
Sherri: hmm
Derek: i like dumb
Sherri: i have tons
Sherri: and can't think of many
Sherri: lol
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Derek: i hear oh brother is excellent
Sherri: i love that movie
Sherri: cracks me up
Sherri: my sister and i are retards and quote it all the time to each other
She doesn’t have a stick up her ass. And she’s opening up to me. Definitely time get more
sexual soon.
Derek: so do you have a crush for george clooney, ehhh?
Sherri: everyone looks at us like we are idiots
Sherri: LOL no
Derek: do you mean you sing to each other all the time? i hear the music is good
Derek: and that would look really weird
Sherri: lol no
Sherri: just crack jokes
Derek: i enjoy seeing a movie on a comfy sofa with the lights down
Sherri: me too
Derek: you can just snuggle up and tune out a little
Hint, hint. Put that image into her head.
Sherri: yep
Derek: lol that's the problem with theaters.. often you can't lift the armrest up and make two seats
into one!
Hint, hint. Put that image into her head.
Sherri: exactly
Derek: lol you are so cute
I’m giving her light-hearted compliment that I’ll use as her nickname. We have enough rapport
now that I know she’ll like it.
Sherri: J
Derek: J
Derek: oh my, it's 10:30??
Always be the first one to end the conversation. It shows her that YOU have a life without her. It
shows her that you’re a busy guy and you can’t chat all night. It makes her look forward to talking
with you again.
Sherri: yes sir
Derek: well i should probably get off in a few minutes
“Get off” is a hidden command. Sometime women pick up on it.
Sherri: ok
Derek: time passed fast!
Derek: well Sherri
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Derek: is that your name?
Sherri: yep
Sherri: lol
Sherri: yep, hey well sleep good, glad to talk for a bit
Sherri: nightie night
Derek: ok, sweet dreams cutie
I’m already using her nickname “cutie”
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Sherri Wants Some Action part #2
Age 26
Occupation: Social worker
Likes: Hanging with friends, reading, movies, music, theatre,
dancing, and “outdoorsy” stuff

When I first saw Sherri’s photo I pants stood at attention and almost
burst! Since I’ve gotten to know her, not only is her face gorgeous
with those hypnotic green eyes, but she had an ass so fine you could
serve food from it. She also had a great, breezy attitude when I first IM’ed her. Although rather
shy at first, she turned out to be a sex freak in bed and couldn’t get enough of my dog licking.
Babes don’t get any better than this one!

Derek: Hellloo Sherri! r u there?
I always start with enthusiasm rather than just “hello”. It makes you stand out.
Sherri: hey there
Derek: lol hey cutie
Nickname. With a nickname like “cutie” I can constantly imply I want to rip off her clothes without
actually having to say it that way.
Sherri: lol
Derek: lol so did you put me in your sweet dreams?
Chicks like dreamy stuff.
Sherri: J
Her happy face has a tongue sticking out.
Sherri: hmm, maybe .. dont know, i can never remember my dreams
Derek: so i was there with my tongue hanging out. hmm what does that symbolize?
Joke about the symbolism of her happy face tongue as me in her dream.
Sherri: lol
Derek: i don't either, but it might be worth a try see what kind of things are going on up there
Derek: so what are you up to now
Sherri: working
Sherri: yippee
Sherri: lol
Sherri: what r u doing
Derek: well i helped my sister move
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Derek: and then i took a long, warm shower which felt really good
Now I’m going to hit her with some nice sexual energy and imagery. She’s ready for it now.
Sherri: very nice
Derek: like every muscle in your body just relaxes
Derek: can you imagine how that feels
Tell her to feel those hot feelings of being in the shower. Notice how the command is disguised
as a question.
Sherri: yep, i can imagine
Sherri: love that
See, now she’s feeling it. Give girls good feelings and they’ll flock to you like Enron executives to
money.
Derek: are you busy now because of your work?
She’s at work so ask if she’s busy. Remember, you want to be the first one to leave the chat, not
her because of work demands.
Sherri: not busy .. just goofing for a while till i can leave
Derek: lol i see
Sherri: my brain is fried .. no more paperwork
Derek: well let's see how much we can relax then
I’m launching into some heavy stuff here.
Sherri: J
Derek: ever have a good massage
Derek: from head to toe
Sherri: i have had a few good ones in my time
Sherri: u?
Derek: shoulder massages. i havn't found many people who can do them
Derek: some people like to take the time for them
I’m establish “us” versus “them”. Only Sherri and myself share these feelings of “enjoying a good
massage”. It’s all a fantasy, but notice how my words structure the fantasy without question.
Sherri: lots of people just do it for a few minutes
Sherri: never get fully relaxed
Derek: yes, you need to do the whole body and have all of your skin touched to really relax
Hmm. Skin touched all over? Hot.
Sherri: yes i agree
No resistance. At this point the seduction is in the bag, unless you royally foul up. But she’s on
your side.
Derek: I have a video but can't practice
Sherri: a video?
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Derek: shows stroking, kneading, vibration.. i didn't know there were so many techniques
involved!
Translation: Stroke me, knead me, and I’ll vibrate you.
Derek: yes from borders
Sherri: oh, that is cool
Derek: what do you to relax? or maybe you don't get the time
Sherri: bubble baths
Perfect answer. Never let an answer like this escape! There’s a lot of imagery you can do to get
her horny with this. And best of all, SHE’S bringing it up which means you say just about
anything with no resistance. After all, in her mind SHE brought it up, so it’s hard for her to object
to what you say.
Sherri: candles
Sherri: book
Sherri: or music
Derek: hmm.. candles are nice. I have this incense candle that burns a scent
Derek: let's try a trick
Derek: do you consider yourself an imaginative person?
Give herself an “image to live up to”. If she says “yes”, she’ll have to do my “trick”. How could
she “yes” and then not do it? In her eyes she would feel inconsistent and a liar. If she says “yes”
there’s no turning back for her.
Sherri: hmm, yes i think so
Derek: lol
Derek: ok well can you imagine a time when you were perhaps in a bubble bath or sung in bed
Derek: "snug"
Derek: with candles around you listening to your favorite music?
Sherri: yep
Derek: well, do you imagine that feeling inside of you or in front of you? where do you feel that
Sherri: inside of me
Notice I don’t ask her exactly what she’s feeling whether it’s relaxation or horniness or what. You
don’t need to know for this trick.
Derek: where? in your chest, your hips, your tummy?
I am interested as to where she’s feeling it because I’m going to move it around.
Sherri: chest probably
Derek: take that good feeling and using your imagination, move it from you chest down to your
tummy
Derek: slowly.
Derek: And as it moves, the feeling gets stronger and stronger
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Make the feeling get stronger and stronger as it moves through her body. This gets women
extremely hot.
Derek: tell me when
Sherri: k
Her response is important.
Derek: now move that feeling down further, to deep inside your hips, as it grows more and more
intense
Notice that her hips is where her pussy is.
Derek: what feeling do you have
Sherri: hmm
Bingo. She’s horny. Time to turn charge the experience and connect it to me.
Derek: now imagine i'm right in front of you and i can put my hand inside and gently hold that
feeling inside you
Notice that I’m touching her now in her fantasy; in fact I’m passing my hand through her body,
through her wet pussy, into her hips to grab that feeling.
Sherri: mmm
Derek: now in my hands, you can feel that mmm feeling grow warmer, radiating a little yellow
warmth
Turn up the heat. Make it hot. Notice that I emphasize that my hands are inside her.
Derek: imagine that warmth spreads out ward and you can feel the warmth relax your body and
make you feel soo good.
The heat spreads, makes her whole body horny, and I emphasize how it feels sooo good.
Sherri: makes me want a bubble bath now
She’s telling me how to seduce her. Use the imagery of a bubble bath now.
Derek: well that warmth is just like bubble bath
Sherri: yes
Derek: you feel it as a bubble bath, especially as the wamrth spreads from my hands down to
your legs
Sounds kind of like I’m stroking her from her pussy down her legs.
Sherri: mmm
Derek: and up slowly up through your chest, growing hot just like a hot bubble bath
And over her tits in a bubble bath.
Sherri: J
Derek: just imagine that you're smiling and I'm there smiling at you too
Facial expressions are very important in close intimacy. I’m facing the imagery so vivid that she
can almost picture herself and me in a bubble bath, getting full finger pleasure.
Sherri: J
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Derek: because we're sharing something special, that energy
Revisit the connection theme that’s I’ve brought up before. So we have horniness, intimacy, and
connection all rolled into one, and all associated with me!
Sherri: J
Derek: and then that heat spreads over your chin.. and your nose.. just like your sinking all the
way down, down into relaxation and bliss in the bath
Analogy for surrender yourself.
Derek: feel better?
Sherri: yep
Sherri: J
Derek: good, most people can't do that
Don’t do too much. Give it to her and then take it away. Leave her hungry for more… taking it all
away also shows her that you’re in control of your own horniness.
Sherri: my imagination is good
Derek: that must mean you're special cutie
She responded well. Reward her for good behavior and give her a compliment. This “trains” her
in a sense to respond well next time.
Sherri: lol
Sherri: you are the cutie
Derek: lol thanks
Always acknowledge a compliment.
Sherri: J
Derek: lol well maybe someday we can be cuties together!
Notice how I didn’t directly ask her out. I can’t get a “no” answer. It’s only a vague suggestion we
should get together if she decides to interpret it that way. Will she pick up on it?
Sherri: J
Sherri: maybe so
She picked up on the desired suggestion when she didn’t have to. She’s way into me and wants
to see me.
Derek: well, would you like to meet?
Just go for it. You can’t pussy foot around the subject when she’s given you can obvious green
light. This is where a lot of guys mess up.
Sherri: how far are ya
Bingo.
Derek: lol well how far is _____ from _____?
Sherri: 90 minutes
Derek: only?
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Sherri: maybe 2 if bad traffic
Derek: oh that's really not bad
Sherri: nah
She’s making excuses for me to see her.
Derek: how about we plan a trip later and meet somewhere after we exchange numbers
Sherri: that would be nice
Sherri: i will say though
Derek: lol you will say?
Sherri: i am skittish
Here she’s showing a bit of resistance. No problem. She’s telling you how make her feel more
comfortable in order that you can seduce her. Don’t take this as any kind of rejection. She wants
to be seduced, she just needs you to make her feel more comfortable.
Sherri: slow to warm up
Sherri: in other words, it won't be this weekend
Derek: lol that's understandable! a lot of people are that way
Pace her feelings. Show her that you understand her reservations.
Sherri: just wanted to be upfront
Derek: because we'd definately meet in a restaurant, in a public space
Derek: just in case you're a psycho i have to protect myself
My ammunition: Her frame of mind is that I could be dangerous. What I do is steal her fears and
use them right back to her as the form of a joke to show her how silly they are. So now I’m
pretending that I have reservations of her. It’s all humorous and exaggerated of course.
Sherri: lol
Derek: lol just kidding
Sherri: i only stalk on mondays, so you should be safe
She gets into the joke and makes light of her reservations. Cool chick.
Derek: whew, so you won't be stalking me? okay i feel better now
Sherri: J
Derek: or will you be calling me 10 times a day?
Now I’m presupposing that she’ll be calling me.
Derek: J
Sherri: lol 10?
Sherri: geez
Derek: lol oh more then?
Sherri: lol 10 is a lot!
Derek: lol i guess i'm safe them!
Derek: no just kidding cutie
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Sherri: J
Derek: so do you only have 15 minutes left?
I want to be the one who leaves first, so I find out how much more time she has.
Derek: of working
Sherri: i can leave after 5 yes
Derek: ahh... freedom
Derek: no more flying paper airplanes!
Derek: until tomorrow morning
Sherri: yes, although i won't be in the office tomorrow so i can have a better day
Sherri: lol
Derek: oh playtime?
Derek: reading with candles in a hot tub? Lol
She responded well to the sex conversation, so now I’ll start Act II. My one two punch. Watch out
Sherri!
Sherri: yes
Derek: hmm, sounds sensual kind like that energy inside of you
Sherri: lol maybe
Sherri: J
Derek: does your mind wander like that? mine does
Transitioning…
Sherri: yep
Derek: like the steam just puts you into a trance or something
Transitioning…
Derek: i was in Japan once
Onto my “I’m naked in the hot springs with monkeys” story.
Derek: and there was this hot spring
Derek: and the water was SOO hot
Derek: you could only be in the water for a minute or two.
Derek: So I kept jumping up out of it with no clothes on, lol with my thingy out, bouncing around.
Now she’s picturing me naked, hot, and covered in droplets of water with my dick out. Notice
how I specifically bring up my dick moving around.
Sherri: lol
Derek: but in japan they have monkeys
Derek: and these little monkeys were running around the springs.
Uh oh, the bad guys!
Derek: They were annoying cause they kept trying to hug you (they're tame) and see if you have
any food
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Sherri: lol
Sherri: watch your banana
Hmm, notice what she brought up? She’s thinking of dick. That’s why using monkeys are a good
image in this story because you associate monkeys with bananas and bananas with dick. J
Sherri: lol
Derek: lol no kidding
Derek: well i kept having to jump out of the pool naked and sweaty because it was so hot and
these monkeys kept trying to jump on me
Okay, yes it sounds corny but girls get off on this!
Derek: lol i spent half the time trying to chase them away
Sherri: lol
Sherri: not very relaxing
Derek: no!
Derek: but it was fun!
Sherri: lol
Derek: lol i don't think i'd be naked and sweaty chasing monkeys around with my john swinging
around again though, if you can picture that
“If you can picture that” forces the picture into her head. Notice how I always mention my dick.
Sherri: lol
Sherri: awww, why not!
Sherri: lol
Derek: lol well, you want to give it a try? the monkeys got awfully close to my swinging john. lol
maybe they thought it was something to eat
Hint, hint, blow job my banana Sherri.
Derek: lol fortunately i wasn't turned on them so it wasn't big banana size
Notice how I casually tell her how big I am in the context of a story, though I leave my concept of
“big” to her imagination... let her imagination run wild with this one! So how big are you??…
Sherri: poor monkeys
Derek: yeah i didn't have any food to give them
Derek: listen don't you have to go? it's almost 5 i don't want to hold you up
It’s almost time for her to go. I don’t want to hold her up, I want to be the first one to go.
Sherri: yes, i should get out of here
Sherri: thanks for goofing with me
Derek: no it was fun
Sherri: J
Derek: why don't we talk on the phone next time. lol or will that make you "skiddish"?
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I make fun of her “skiddish”, “slow to warm up” mentality and fear. A little humor goes a long way
to bring down a woman’s defenses that are sometimes just plain silly.
Sherri: lol
Sherri: nah, i am not that skittish
Derek: great
Sherri: J
Derek: well how can i reach you then, pray tell?
Notice I’m not asking her for her number. “Can I have your number?” automatically reminds her
of all the losers who have tried to ask her out before. Also, “How can I reach you” is not a yes /
no question. It doesn’t give her the option of saying no.
Sherri: lol
Sherri: just don't post it on the internet
Sherri: and say free phone sex
Sherri: 000
Derek: oh you foiled my secret plan!
Sherri: 000
Sherri: 0000
Bingo, mission accomplished. We’re moving off IM in just two sessions. It’s ALWAYS good to
get off of IM as fast as possible. If you can’t get her number by the end of the fourth session,
forget it. She’ll be using you as a fantasy friend rather than meeting you as a real person. And
the longer you wait, the more comfortable she’ll become as seeing you as her IM fantasy friend.
Get her on the phone quick!
Derek: here's mine to in case you ever get the urge to call
Derek: 836
Derek: ..4
Derek: ..5
Derek: ..6
I’m just making fun of how she split up her number over three lines.
Sherri: u call first .. my phone will save it
Sherri: i do have caller id
Derek: oops
Derek: ok sounds good
Derek: what times are good for you by the way?
I always ask when to call a woman. I don’t want to miss her and have my number appear on her
caller id. After a few times, that makes you look like a desperate loser who jerks off to Swank
magazine or something.
Sherri: well i don't have a land line at home, just use my cell wherever i go
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Sherri: so anytime
Sherri: just not after midnight .. i won't answer if i am sleeping
Sherri: lol
Derek: lol what a coincidence.. i turn mine off when I'm sleeping too!
Derek: ok cutie
Sherri: lol
Derek: you should get going now
Notice how I tell her to go instead of how I’m going to go. I also like to end on a high note.
Sherri: yes, i am packing up between typing
Sherri: talk to you later maybe
Sherri: J
Derek: definately. i'll talk to you later then
Derek: J
Sherri: bye cutie
Now she’s calling me cutie as well. She has very high rapport with me. Very high. I see 100%
chance of success in the future.
Derek: ok bye bye

The aftermath: Afterwards
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Juliet gets Hot and Horny part #1
Age 32
Occupation: Nurse
Likes: Poetry, sex, the beach, being a mother.
I didn’t get a photo of Juliet until after I met her. And thank god I met
her on a chance, because boy, the first night I met her she rocked my
world! Juliet always wore 3 inch heels that really accentuated her
killer toned legs. Best of all, she loved receiving pleasure and I
bedded her the first night we met. She wasn’t as good herself at
giving it, but I eventually taught her a thing or two J. Although she may look a little standoffish,
she had a very open personality and establishing rapport was quick and easy. We’re still
enjoying our relationship (long distance now) to this day.

Derek: Hi :-)
Juliet: hi
Derek: How are you?
Juliet: good and yourself
Notice that I don’t begin the conversation with a/s/l. It’s really tacky for seduction.
Derek: Would you mind if I asked you a question?
Juliet: certainly ask away
Derek: Are you a poet?
Her screen name has already given me information to use. Notice how I’m curious about HER
from the very beginning.
Juliet: well I dabble
Derek: I'm curious, what sort of things move you to write poetry
I’m asking her about what emotional states she likes enough to inspire her to write poetry.
Hopefully, she’ll connect those good states to me.
Derek: Hi, my name is Derek by the way :-)
Juliet: well to be honest I started writing when i went to NY-- after my divorce-- Hi Derek nice to
meet you I'm Lisa
I got her name right away. By using a woman’s name in the conversation, she’ll better think of
you as an “old friend”. It’s a much more personal way of addressing someone.
Derek: Oh, how is NY? Do you enjoy living there
Juliet: i don't live there now
Juliet: I lived there along time ago
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Derek: OK, actually I went to school in NY but I live in ____ now
Juliet: thats cool where in fl do you live
Derek: I live in [city]
Juliet: oh cool I live in [city] too
Jackpot! We’re in the same city.
Derek: hey, great! Are you a beach person, or more of an indoors person?
Find out what she likes to do and match it.
Juliet: i love the beach i used to surf
Derek: Really? I love the beach, lol but I've never surfed
Juliet: well i haven't done it in like 12 years
Derek: lol well sounds like a lot of fun
Derek: What's your favorite thing to do in the whole world?
Juliet: yeah it was but i was only 15 so im sure its changed LOL
Juliet: well right now my fav thing is my 6 y/o daughter
Juliet: yes I'm a mom
Derek: I can completely understand
Don’t freak out just because she has a kid. Most guys run at this point, but if you stay you’ve
already separated yourself from 90% of the guys out there that will miss this opportunity.
Derek: and relationships are soo important, especially a daughter
st

Women’s #1 favorite subject to talk about is themselves. Their #2

nd

favorite subject are their

kids.
Derek: What are the best three things about your daughter that you love so much?
So ask! Again, ask a question that brings up an emotional state in her.
Juliet: yep my little angel even though she is living with her dad till i finish school i still love her to
death
Derek: So you don't ever regret getting married?
Juliet: well she is my only baby, she has the most beautiful smile and personality, and just her in
general
Juliet: yes i did regret it he wasnt the one
Derek: yes, that one person is rare and hard to find sometimes
Show that you understand her… that means YOU must be the one!
Derek: but sometimes you meet someone and there's that magic and it all just clicks
Describe the process of finding the ONE. It is something she values in this case.
Juliet: this is true but it will happen eventually-- thats true too
Derek: Would you mind if I asked you a question?
Juliet: sure thing ask away
Derek: You seem like an imaginative, deep hearted person...
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Hidden complement. Based on that she writes poetry (imaginative) and that she has a deep love
for her child (deep-hearted)
Derek: what sort of person do you consider yourself to be?
Juliet: well you are very perceptive -- intelligent caring funny hopeless romantic cute or so I'm
told – LOL
Collect more information about how she pictures herself.
Derek: Oh, so at the beginning of a relationship, your prefer romance over passion and
excitement?
Use this question a lot. If she says “passion” she’d probably an easy lay if you act spontaneously
and passionately.
Juliet: actually I like both i like the passion but passion has to remain throughout the relationship
Great she does. This tells me she’s open to making out very quickly, and the more initiative I
take, the better.
Juliet: or it dies and ppl become bored
Derek: Yes, passion is like a fire, you have to keep feeding that fire and let the flame get hotter
and hotter
Create a vivid, descriptive analogy for passion to get her turned on.
Derek: And most people don't know how for some reason
Juliet: this is true -- thats true but after being married i learned a few things
Show that you understand her feelings.
Derek: Oh, I'm curious to learn from your experience
Derek: You are a deeply caring person - passion never dies in people like that
Link “deeply caring person”, which she already agreed with, to that she’s “passionate”.
Juliet: well i know one thing just when you think you have it all is usually when its gone'-- well my
passion never died
Juliet: i just know it never pays to lie and think you will get away with it -- my ex knows this well
Derek: Sometime you have to look for that relationship in other places; and you learn where to
look
Derek: He wasn't honest?
Juliet: no he was quite a character actually i had our marriage annulled
Juliet: he was already married and then he married me then he cheated on me
Derek: !!!
Juliet: yep i picked a real winner
Derek: do you feel burned badly, or are you still excited by meeting new people and having
relationships?
Use the context of the conversation to see if she’s ready to “fool around” and have new
relationships.
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Juliet: well I got burnt bad but life goes on I'm just more careful i seem to attract idiots for some
reason
Derek: lol
Derek: well, you'll find that special person that everything is just like magic and he's a really great,
good looking guy
Pace what she is looking for in a guy – and tell her if she hooks up she’ll love it.
Juliet: no for real its true i just cant sem to find him-- i guess im too picky lol
Juliet: i wish
Derek: What is most important to you in a guy then? if you're picky
Find out what she likes in a guy so that you can fulfill those needs of hers later.
Derek: what characteristics
Juliet: well put it this way I need intelligence , but on the same hand i like a guy who takes care of
himself –
Easy to do, easy to do
Juliet: and he has to have a sense of humor
Translation: Be easy going and make me feel good. This doesn’t mean you have to make me
laugh hee-haw.
Derek: hmm... I think those are pretty basic... you want a good looking guy who knows how to
really love you in the way you deserve and he can't be a dolt
She her that you understand what she wants. Throw it back at her, but phrased slightly
differently.
Juliet: true true - but he doesn't have to be perfect either
Derek: what I find most exciting about relationships is when that passion just happens right away
Derek: and there's that look in someone's eyes
Derek: like you can look the whole way into them
Juliet: well there has to be a spark but that doesn't mean sex on the first date either which for
some reason men in [city] find that the way
Derek: and it's like you've just known them forever
Derek: yes, you have to respect people's boundaries
This presupposes you’re NOT one of the guys who needs sex on the first date (even if it happens
on the first date anyway J ). It shows you understand her wants and feelings.
Derek: I have rules before ever having sex, but most guys don't have any rules
Tell her that you have boundaries, since this is a concern of hers.
Juliet: thats when you fall for someone and why is it that in [city] men just want an armpiece --whats that
Derek: what's important is when you can share intimate moments with someone, and really,
really share with them your feelings
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Derek: and your dreams and fantasies and disappointments
Juliet: and the third thing
Derek: some people only look on the surface though
Derek: third thing?
Derek: you mean intimacy?
Juliet: thats true -- don't get me me wrong I am not by any means ugly or anything like that but I
am not a model i'd rather be appreciated for my intelligence then my looks but for some reason i
get hit on just for my looks
Derek: I can understand your feelings
Derek: because they're not treating you like a person
Juliet: i can tell if i guy wants to know by one thing he does and if he does this i am not interested
This is VERY important as she’s about to tell me what NOT to do. Listen up!
Derek: I'm curious, what that red flag is for you
Ask her!
Juliet: well ill tell you a quick story
Derek: ok
Juliet: i met this guy named David from online - we talked and i kept noticing him staring at my
chest and all of a sudden he started talking about sexual positions and sex and I was like bored
out of my mind - needless to say we kissed for awhile and when he wanted to go further i said no
and now i barely hear from him
Derek: Yes, I would definately stay away
Juliet: from me?
Derek: lol
Derek: no you from him
Juliet: oh ok yes i do
Derek: What I find most interesting is really getting to know someone
Derek: what do you like most about meeting someone?
Derek: Let me ask you this, what is the most romantic thing anyone has ever done for you?
Get more values from her.
Juliet: yeah i like that too - i like to get to know ppl.. well i like to talk a lot with someone before i
meet them then if there is an attraction then even better.. i don't remember
Derek: Yes I like to hear people's voice - voice can be very sensuous, and I can usually tell a lot
from someone's voice
Derek: I just like listening sometimes
Derek: ever love to just listen to someone's voice as they hold you and you feel warm and safe
Derek: wrapped up in their arms
Get descriptive with “touch” and “sounds” to get her horny.
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Juliet: thats cool i just have had some bad experiences on here too-- yes i love that
Derek: and know that you'll meet the right person
Derek: and imagine all of the good experiences you'll have together
Derek: like that person, soft, special kiss
Get descriptive with a romantic kiss to get her horny.
Juliet: i had that with one person but he couldnt handle the fact that i had a kid-- well i still meet it
just sucks when you have good conversation and then you meet and they are not at all what you
expected
Derek: first, soft, special kiss i mean :-)
Juliet: yeah thats great
Derek: if you're daughter is great girl, she's part of you and that has to be part of the relationship
Derek: My friend and I were talking recently about the magical moments in a first kiss. What's
your favorite moment in a kiss?
Collect information so you’ll know how to lay on the first smoochie-smoochie.
Juliet: ill tell you what if he gives me butterflies he's done well LOL
Juliet: i love to kiss soft and long
Derek: Yeah, that pounding in your heart, sometimes of anticipation
Juliet: yeah exactly
Derek: that soft, long kiss - it's like the moment just slows down and you want it to last forever
and ever because in that moment is perfection of the human spirit
Get her horny with description.
Juliet: i love it when a man looks in my eyes and is not intimidated
Derek: Hes, that piercing look, soul gazing
Juliet: yeah you really should read these two poems i wrote i think you would enjoy them
Derek: ok. I write too a little too :-)
Derek: what are they about?
Juliet: dreams and destiny
Juliet: they are named that as well
Derek: Dreams and destiny are some of the most fascinating topics
Derek: at the heart of who we are
Juliet: exactly
Derek: What I look for most in a girl is that she has dreams, an imagination!
Indirect complements galore!
Derek: because that is so important, I think
Derek: how do I read them?
Juliet: well i will tell you where to go www.cutsie-poetry.com put in the poet's name Juliet
Derek: ok hold on
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Juliet: ok
Derek: I see a lot of poems by you
Juliet: yeah
Derek: I read Love, you are a deeply passionate person
Juliet: thank you
Derek: I'll IM you a poem that I really like
Juliet: ok
Derek: I didn't write it, but it's by a famous poet. And you can substitute "pleasure" for whatever
you like... the structure of the poem is what I really like
Derek: Go to your fields and your gardens,
And you shall learn that it is the pleasure of the bee
To gather honey of the flower,
But it is also the pleasure of the flower
To yield it's honey to the bee.
For to the bee a flower is a fountain of life,
And to the flower a bee is a messenger of love,
And to both, bee and flower
THE GIVING AND RECEIVING OF PLEASURE
IS A NEED AND AN ECSTACY.
I always keep a poem about sex on hand. An ambiguous one though, you can interpret this
poem Rate G or Rated R.
Juliet: ok cool
Derek: The sharing of love is what love really is
Juliet: wow thats really good it really explains love -- you took the words right out of my mouth
Derek: Do you believe in Destiny?
Juliet: yes i do
Derek: What is your Destiny?
Women love this topic of destiny for some reason.
Derek: How do you know when you're Destiny is there in front of you?
Juliet: who knows it could be me -- part of my poem LOL-Juliet: well it will be a look that I've never seen a feeling I’ve never felt
Derek: lol yes
Derek: I think you have to be open to Destiny
Derek: And embrace the people in front of you, take that chance and just grab it
Referring to myself of course!
Juliet: i have fallen in love but not true love-- i am open to destiny- thats why i take it one day at a
time -- true true
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I’ve got her saying “yes”… “yes”… “yes” at this point to whatever I say!
Derek: I have to compliment you - I think we both have a lot in common
Derek: I'm sure you have that sparkle in your eyes that very few people do
Complement, not about looks but about her energy
Derek: that sparkle that says you don't just glow in your eyes but in your whole personality as
well
Juliet: it's funny you said that someone once told me that
Bingo! I must be psychic ;)
Juliet: i think that and I have dreamed of this happening
Derek: what are you dreaming?
Juliet: my true love will look in my eyes and say to my i am lost in your soul forever i dreamed it
a man dont know who he is but i hope he finds me or i find him :-)
She threw my a major green light with the happy face!
Derek: Well I think we deserve it to each other to get to know each other better, don't you?
I pick up on the hint and make my move… “we deserve it to each other” suggests that meeting is
to HER benefit.
Juliet: sure why not can i ask you a question ?
Juliet: well a few
Derek: ok, ask me
Juliet: cause you have to enjoy your work
Derek: hmm? My work... I do enjoy it
Just say yes to whatever. Paint yourself in the best light possible.
Juliet: what do you do ? do you mind me asking
Juliet: please tell me you aren't a doctor
Derek: I do web development / software development for a company that builds motherboards
Derek: lol, oh why not a doctor?
Juliet: whew thank god
Juliet: well all the docs I know have their head up their ass
Derek: lol oh
Juliet: sorry i work at the hospital med center and I’ve seen one too many I'm a god docs
Derek: Hmm work is important, but it's not what makes you... a well paying job doesn't make you
a better person
Derek: oh, you mean they're conceitied?
Juliet: no I'M NOT ASKING ABOUT MONEY BELIEVE ME iLL NEVER LET A MAN SUPPORT
ME AGAIN THATS WHERE i GOT SCREWED- YES
Values she doesn’t like. Brag and you’re sunk! The key of succeeding with women is asking
them questions and LISTENING to them.
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Juliet: sorry bout the caps i can't type
Juliet: all i wanna know is if you are happy cause if u r miserable that makes for bad times in a
relationship
She’s implying that we’re going to have a relationship now. Bingo!
Derek: i live pretty well but it's not about money in the end
Juliet: thats true
Derek: lol, no I'm not miserable
Derek: I love [city], this is a big adventure for me
She’s interviewing me now, so change topic.
Juliet: I live with a friend until i graduate - [city] is damn expensive
Derek: and life is the best thing there is
Juliet: how old are you?
Derek: I'm __.
Derek: but everyone thinks I'm older
Derek: How old are you?
Careful how you play the name game. A lot of women are sensitive about their age. I usually
bolt if they’re older than 40 myself.
Juliet: i'll bet if you saw me you'd say 19 or 20 but Im actually going to be 32 in November-- thats
true
Derek: I think that's a great age
Juliet: yeah until you get there LOL
Derek: Well you FEEL like you're 19, right? ;-)
Derek: that's what counts inside
Juliet: yeah on occasion but don't get me wrong my partying days are over - i have a daughter
Juliet: i don't do the south beach thing - been there done that I want to settle down
Derek: Hey Juliet, I've really enjoyed talking with you and it would be a shame if it had to end
here
Don’t stretch out the first conversation too long. If she likes you, she’ll make sure you can get in
touch with her later. It’s always best if you’re the first one to leave, otherwise you look like a
desperate joker.
Derek: because we could have so much fun talking more
Imply that you want to talk again. Notice how this is ambiguous… she may give you her phone
number again and does NOT imply only chat by IM.
Juliet: why would it end?
Derek: Is there anyway I can get in touch with you?
Juliet: hmmm well can i ask you my last question real quick
Derek: ok, please do
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Juliet: ok this is just for me to get a little idea of who im talkin to what do you look like
If she asks what you look like right before you leave, she’s definitely interested.
Derek: I'm 6'0, dark hair, blue eyes
Derek: I work out regularly
Derek: I'm most proud of my pecs I think - I have great pecs
Derek: Does that answer your question?
Juliet: thats cool so you like to stay in shape then
Derek: Yes, that is very important to me
Juliet: ok cool whew
Juliet: u don't have to be perfect but health is very important to me, after all that is my field
Juliet: well you care about yourself right thats all that Derekers - your health is very important
Derek: I don't smoke or get wasted if that's what you mean
Juliet: well too bad you aren't up all night I'd say call me on my break at work-- that's cool
Derek: When would be a good time to call you then? I'd love to talk with you
Juliet: really you'd call tonight
Juliet: i don't get a break till late though
Derek: How late? Maybe I can call you the next day if it's very late
I don’t like to call a girl back that fast… it makes you look a tad desperate.
Juliet: usually 3:30 am yeah it's very late
Derek: Hmm, how about I give you a call in the next few days then, possibly tomorrow?
You’re a busy man, you’ve got a life… calling her the next day is fine. If she likes you, she’ll be
there waiting.
Juliet: well i am working tonight and tomorrow night i'll probably be free to talk on Monday
evening
Derek: Ok :-) we'll look forward to then. What's your number that I can reach you at?
Juliet: call my cell _____. if I don't answer leave me a message
Juliet: or if you are up early like say 8am call me then
Derek: ok, we'll have an incredible time talking
Derek: 8 AM on Monday?
If you set up an exact time, she’ll be ready for you. Otherwise, you may catch her at a bad
moment when she’s not in the mood for talking.
Juliet: I'm sure we will no tomorrow if you are up or Monday morning
Derek: Monday is easier for me... so until then
Juliet: ok no prob I'll talk to you then -:-)
Derek: ok have a good night at work, Lisa
Juliet: you have a good night as well
Derek: and tell your daughter hi for me!
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Mention her daughter at the end shows her you care about more things than just hooking up. It
also shows you genuinely were listening to her and that you care.
Juliet: bye Derek
Derek: bye
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Juliet gets Hot and Horny part #2
Age 32
Occupation: Nurse
Likes: Poetry, sex, the beach, being a mother.
I didn’t get a photo of Juliet until after I met her. And thank god I met
her on a chance, because boy, the first night I met her she rocked my
world! Juliet always wore 3-inch heels that really accentuated her
killer toned legs. Best of all, she loved receiving pleasure and I
bedded her the first night we met. She wasn’t as good herself at
giving it, but I eventually taught her a thing or two J. Although she may look a little standoffish,
she had a very open personality and establishing rapport was quick and easy. We’re still
enjoying our relationship (long distance now) to this day.

Since the last episode with Juliet, I got sick so had to put off our meeting. Instead we talked on
the phone and Imed each other again.

Juliet: hey there
Derek: hey, how r u!
Start off with a little enthusiasm – it never hurts.
Juliet: not bad how bout you
Derek: great I'm over being sick officially as of today
Juliet: lucky you :-)
Derek: I enjoyed talking with you, that was a lot of fun
Derek: you're life is so interesting
Juliet: I did as well :-) how was your week? thank you
Derek: hmmm... my week I was taking it kind of easy. i used my imagination to go places
Derek: instead
Derek: saw a few movies
Derek: with the lights low under some covers
Meant to get her horny.
Juliet: that's cool by yourself hmmmmm
Got her suspicious as well. A good sign, because the jealousy is showing through. She wants
me baby.
Derek: I wouldn't want anyone to get too close to me
Derek: I wasn't that sick, but still
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Juliet: yeah bein sick and all LOL
Derek: how was your week? see any bad gaping wounds or anything?
Referring to her work in the hospital.
Juliet: nope but i got beat up by an 89y/o man
Juliet: he was confused and punched me right in the head
Derek: !! ?? oh yeah they can be tough
Derek: did you fight back?
Juliet: i was dumbfounded- nooo i held his arm down
Juliet: then i tied him down
Derek: When something like that happens what do you like to do relax when you get home?
Derek: 'to relax'
Get her horny again, make her thinks of good feelings by having HER describe a story.
Juliet: take a long hot shower i would like a backrub but i can' do that myself LOL
Major green light.
Derek: yeah I love hot showers
Derek: Actually, hot baths but I rarely take them
Juliet: yeah me too
Derek: but the heat just works its way through every muscle in your body, it just feels incredible
Get her horny with a hot description of myself naked in the bathroom (implied).
Derek: and all of your worries just seem to end
Juliet: yep it sure does i just took one now before i head to work
Juliet: so you heading out this weekend? see the town
Derek: well I like giving back/shoulder rubs but I'm not exactly an expert
Juliet: i will be soon
Derek: Tonight one of my friends from work and I are suppose to get together, a new friend
Juliet: thats cool
Derek: it's up in the air for us, possibly _________.
Derek: What are you planning? Don't you have to work
Here I casually talk about over contacts – shows her I have a life. Don’t brag though.
Juliet: yeah that place is pretty cool- you takin her to dinner
Juliet: yep 11 to 7
Derek: lol it's a he not a she
I was a bit too ambiguous for her.
Juliet: oh sorry
Juliet: i just ASSumed
Now she’s getting sexually explicit herself. This girl is horny as hell.
Juliet: but thankfully I'm off the rest of the weekend
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Derek: lol no problem.
Juliet: i'm lookin at getting a position right now I will only have to work 3 days a week
Derek: we should get together though this weekend, because we'll have a lot of fun together :-) I
want to meet you
Derek: !!! that's incredible if you can get that
Juliet: yeah that sounds good yep i go friday to see
Derek: But 12 hour shifts? what's the catch
Juliet: 12 hour shifts its easier
Derek: I see... just imagine having those days off and spending them with your daughter and your
friends
Juliet: yeah it's gonna be great
Derek: and doing more of the things you really like to do and always have wanted to do
Derek: like...
Derek: enjoying the sunrise
Derek: (sounds goofy?) :-)
Juliet: yep exactly- yeah that is awesome and the beach at night
Juliet: nah
Derek: In a sunrise you've got to notice every shade of brilliant orange
Give her some good visuals. It turns women on.
Derek: and how it mixes with the light blue like a big dessert for your eyes
Juliet: yeah my gosh you sound like a hopeless romantic LOL- I'm kidding thats nice really
Even though she says “just kidding”, that’s what she felt. A little description created a good
feeling in her which she associates with me.
Derek: hmm, making myself hungry for some sherbert swirl
Juliet: i love sherbert
Bingo!
Juliet: i haven't had it in so long
Derek: sherbert is one of those things you can really enjoy with someone else
Derek: not a food to eat by yourself
Derek: one spoon or two spoons
Major move here… notice how ambiguous it is though. She can take it as innocent conversation
or “let’s make out”.
Juliet: yeah maybe we could do that
Bingo. She takes it as “let’s make out”.
Derek: is sherbert your favorite flavor? or you just miss the taste on your tongue
More ambiguous suggestion.
Juliet: :-)
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Juliet: i like orange
Derek: hmm yummy imagine letting that sherbert melt in your mouth
Derek: and getting that orange sherbert yum-yum
Sherbert or cock? Eating is very sexy.
Juliet: yeah i know shhhh i want it now and i have to work ughhhh
She wants it now.
Derek: Hmm well just having something to look forward to
Derek: kind of like rewarding yourself with a big present
Juliet: thats true but where do you get sherbert here
Derek: hmmm supermarket... are you near one
I goofed here. She may have been referring to may apartment.
Juliet: yeah I'm near a few but i don't have a car yet hahha
Derek: how do you get to work?
Juliet: well i had a car it died - now i take the stupid bus till next week i hope Derek: oh that's right... well don't eat any sherbert until we're together, that's our special food you
and me
I just created a special element of the world that only she and I know about that. It is special
meaning for us that no one else knows about – and it’s something that she loves to it.
Juliet: ok I won't :-)
Derek: because it represents the sunrise and sunset to us
Link the sunrise to sherbert, which is also something she really likes and thinks is romantic.
Juliet: besides i have to work tonight anyway LOL-- yes it does
Derek: Well at work just take those good feelings between us, that ball of energy, and turn that
energy up
Tell her to intensify all of her good feelings with me, but indirectly.
Derek: and think of that
Derek: just duck if someone tries to hit you, ok?
A little humor, referring to the old man who tried to hit her.
Juliet: you think it will get me through the night -- LOL hey i didnt see that coming LOL
Derek: Take that energy and hold it in your hand and put a little of hit into your tummy if you start
to get tired
Whenever she gets tired she’ll think of me to boost her up! She’ll constantly look me to good
feelings throughout the night.
Derek: they key is don't use it all at once :-)
Joke about it. This lightens the mood a little.
Juliet: well i'll try not too :-) you are so easy to talk to I like that
She likes talking with me. Bingo.
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Derek: thanks Juliet
Acknowledge a compliment. Some men don’t have enough self esteem to take a compliment.
Show her that you do.
Juliet: you're very welcome Derek
Derek: I'm curious, I have a question for you?
Juliet: ask away
Derek: now i'm wondering what you look like... what color is your hair, is it long/short
Derek: (i don't want to picture you all wrong)
I waited a long time before asking what she looks like. I don’t suggest waiting this long
necessarily, but don’t ask a woman right away either! Always show interest in who she IS first!
Juliet: it's right below my shoulder it is light brownish blonde i'm 5'5" about 110 athletic but not
like a wrestler bown eyes
Okay, nice.
Derek: ok, I'm picturing you. I wonder what your eyes are like. I always like people's eyes
Juliet: very light green
Juliet: guys look at that and then of course my chest ugh
Note to myself: don’t look at her cheat and keep steady eye contact.
Derek: well some other guys are more inconsiderate
Tell her you’re not like that; in fact, ALL other guys are, except you.
Juliet: this is true
Derek: and they can't relax about it
Explain why and she’ll respect you even more.
Juliet: but It's men’s nature just don't look at only them i do have a pretty face and the rest of me
is sexy
Derek: I believe you have to relax and completely enjoy the other person's company
Derek: Yes, but if you really focus in on what a person is saying it's like the whole rest of the
world just melts away
Translation: I don’t look at tits and when I focus on you, you’ll fall in love with me.
Juliet: i do too-- exactly
Derek: and you're looking right into their eyes and that's exactly where you want to be, just there
with their eyes
Juliet: wow ok enough enough sold LOL:-)
She wants those feelings with me, now.
Derek: and you have to slow down a little and learn to enjoy that because it's very sensual
Derek: lol i'm not trying to sell you anything
Don’t get too mushy-mushy. Give it in small doses.
Juliet: I know I am kidding silly
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Derek: that is a kind of intimacy all to itself
Derek: what's your favorite intimate moment? (the big-O doesn't count here)
Ask her what she likes in an intimate moment (notice how I don’t specify anything... it’s up to her
to decide.) I also want to use this information when I meet her so I make it clear than orgasms
don’t count.
Juliet: hold on
Juliet: sorry
Juliet: i got a call about getting a car
Juliet: what's the big O
Derek: orgasm
Juliet: oh ok duh
Derek: like a romantic moment
Juliet: well my favorite intimate moment is i guess just kissing and holding that person close
Kissing. More evidence that this girl wants to be kissed.
Juliet: i know mushy
Derek: lol yes simple things like that
Juliet: yeah that's me ;-)
Derek: If you were to imagine that now, how good does it feel on a scale from 1 to 10?
Juliet: oh if with the right guy 10
If it was anything less than a 10, I’d amplify that feeling up, but there was no need to in this case.
You could amplify it to “infinity” but I thought that would be going overboard in this case.
Juliet: i love it
Derek: Being held in two warm arms and that long slow kiss and smile and a soft touch, am I
right?
Imply that I know how to be that super, sexy guy she wants.
Juliet: especially when it's like the anticipation of the first kiss then it just all flows OOOOH -yeah you got it
Derek: lol I think that's a universal favorite
Juliet: yeah maybe
Derek: I'm just thinking work is such a contrast
Juliet: work is ?
Derek: not as warm
Derek: I should be getting off relatively soon
Notice the hidden sex act “getting off” in the sentence.
Juliet: if it's forced you mean
Juliet: fetting off eh
Juliet: getting off LOL
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Excellent. She caught it.
Derek: lol no I didn't mean it like that, but don't put any good ideas into my head
Answer: I didn’t imply it, but I sure do like it!
Derek: I mean I need to give me friend a call sometime soon
End the conversation before she does.
Derek: How about we talk again though
Juliet: ok that's cool - so do you want to meet me this weekend maybe tomorrow if u r free- yeah
She’s asking me out to meet. I didn’t even have to. That means I need my work well!
Derek: possibly tomorrow, but it would have to be later on in the the day or evening
Juliet: oh of course
Juliet: i will be sleepin anyway in the am
Derek: right, how about I give you a call and we figure it out then? We can get together for coffee
or something
Juliet: or sherbert LOL sure that sounds cool
She wants more. I’m being too conversative.
Juliet: hey do u have an email account
Derek: yes, my@emailaddress.com
Derek: ok it's a sherbert party
I quickly adjust and make our encounter more suggestive.
Juliet: you can call this # if i dont answer the cell at _______.
Derek: ok that's perfect... I enjoyed chatting with you
Juliet: me too talk to you tomorrow take care have fun this eve
Juliet: ;-)
Derek: :-) Be careful at work next time you might have to dodge bullets
End on a lighthearted joke, referring to the old man who tried to punch her.
Derek: take care
Juliet: hey you don't jinx me
Juliet: bye:-)
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Marsha – Taking boredom to the next level
Age: ?
Occupation: ?
Likes: Cooking, bowling, walking, and fishing.
This case is a prime example of the kind of women that would drive
you a bit nutty.

Derek: hello
Marsha: hello
Derek: hey so what's going on? : )
Start off friendly
Marsha: rain
Derek: rain?? it's sunny here
Marsha: are you west of ____?
Derek: no i'm east
Marsha: that's why you have sun
Derek: i guess the west is underwater then
I usually start by cracking lame jokes.
Derek: yes but it's really hot
Marsha: if not, it's close
???
Derek: i'd like a little rain
Derek: I'd grab an umbrella and sing 'singing in the rain'
Lame joke to open her up.
Marsha: stay where you are it'll be there
Derek: lol uh oh. what should i do to prepare myself? build an underground bunker?
Marsha: that's smart...
Hasn’t picked up on any jokes so far. Most women do. Bad sign.
Derek: i guess you're a sun girl? I use to live on the beach - fun
Marsha: not a good place to live , sand will wash away
Derek: well that's true, fun while it lasts though
Derek: ever been to the beach
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Derek: ?
Marsha: best to build on rock ,
Derek: lol
I’ll take it as a joke, but I’m not sure. This chick has NO sense of humor.
Derek: so best on a mountain top then?
Marsha: yes, Erie has great beaches
Derek: isn't it cold up there??
Derek: i was in ft lauderdale
Marsha: erie, no , it's not , it's actually warmer than the ocean
Derek: lol oh, so it's a skinny dipping beach then?
Marsha: if you want to risk jail , it can be..
Derek: it doesn't sound like you’re a fighter for nudist equality then lol
Marsha still hasn’t opened up. More lame jokes then.
Derek: what is it that you do like to do then
Derek: lol your profile is pretty sparse!
Marsha: I cook , I bowl , I take walks , I like to fish
Sign to bail now. She sounds like a redneck. I don’t give up easily though.
Derek: cook? tacos..? toast..? cocoa..? those complicated ones
Marsha: some dinners , mostly quick meals
ZZZZZZZZ….. Boring. Give me something to work with.
Derek: lol you mean like tv dinners? those are quick
Marsha: no .. but close
Derek: lol so cooking is something you really like to do? what is it that you really like to do
Okay, need something more interesting from her. Notice how I’m asking all the questions… she’s
barely alive. Good time to bail normally.
Marsha: scrool back and read
??? Chick can’t spell worth shit.
Derek: i like reading too. what subject?-- racy romances, how to bowl, fiction
Here I introduce sex very lightly. Hopefully she’ll pick up on “racy romances”!
Marsha: I like romance , adventure and some sci –fi
Bingo, she does.
Derek: i've read a little romance..!
I haven’t, but I know what they’re about more or less.
Derek: the kind of a guy who sweeps the woman off her feet.. strong, independent, dangerous
Marsha: must be a sensitive loving guy, not many guys read romance
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I scored points. That’s why it’s so important to listen to what they’re saying and show interest in
it. If she brings up a topic like “bowling” and it’s genuinely boring to you, try to pick another topic
that’s more interesting so that you can respond with genuine curiosity.
Derek: well haven't you ever had the feeling of surrendering yourself to a sexy man who must
have you
Get vivid with the description… that’s what gets women horny as they imagine the scenes.
Derek: thanks! I bet you're a sensitive woman who can appreciate that
Acknowledge a complement.
Marsha: oh , there have been times.. but it's all fantacy
Now she’s showing her horny streak under all of that repressed sexuality.
Marsha: not as sensitive as I should be
Derek: lol i like fantasy. why not let it be true?
Derek: why's that?
Marsha: something are attainable some are not.. if I was single then maybe..
Okay, not single. This girl is mostly a waste of time. I might as well see if she’s the “bored
housewife who needs a thrill” type.
Derek: are you having relationship problems?
Marsha: no , never have
Marsha: we drive each other equally nuts
Derek: is that good? i mean, have you ever been with someone in just the way you truly want to
be with someone? who fulfills your needs
Marsha: yes, and I married him..
Lol okay, boring. She claims to have a “perfect marriage”. Should sink this Marsha for the
amount of time involved.
Derek: lucky you!
Marsha: have you ever found someone such as you described
Notice this is the first time she’s asked me a question. Usually I’m asked a question within the
first 5 minutes though.
Derek: yes, she's in ___ now. we have an open relationship
Might as well hint at the truth. It might spark open her dull personality and lazy imagination.
Marsha: and where are you?
Derek: near ____.
Derek: we visit each other sometimes
Marsha: so what you described in a person isn't really true
Marsha: at least not when describing her
Derek: well when we get together we're very close. i do perceive our relationship like that
Derek: we talk every few days
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Marsha: most not be true , or else it would not be an open relationship .. there would not be a
need for another .. everything would be fulfilled..
What I said violates her apparent “love can only exist in marriage” belief. We’re losing any
rapport we had fast. Then again you don’t need to have rapport with everyone you meet – some
girls are simply pain in the necks and you don’t need their bad attitude no matter how attractive
they are!
Derek: well that's the way she is and so am i. that allowance of freedom IS part of her being
fulfilled. She has different values.
Some women DO want to enjoy their freedom and you still can have a wonderful time when
you’re both together.
Derek: Do you spend every second with your husband? Having your own time to yourself is part
of being fulfilled in a relationship
I don’t suggest you argue with then like I do here (she just hit a pet peeve of mine – dummy girls
telling me my relationships are not valid). The best way is simply to end the conversation.
Marsha: well, something's missing in the relationship.. It's not like you described.. either you or
her are still searching for something
Marsha: not every min, but I always know where he is and he knows my whereabouts also and
what we're doing
She can’t let go of this. Lesson: don’t being up your past or current relationships on a first “date”,
even online unless the girl is cool.
Derek: not all people are like that.. you're filtering what i'm saying through the concept of
marriage. that's not how all people think or want. some women are more independent. when
we're together we always feel really great with each other. If you can't accept that fine, I'm not
asking you do it.
Derek: take care
Here I end my conversation with Marsha. If the girl is a loser, make sure that you end the
conversation first.
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Notes
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